The paper describes the benefits of cloud computing for enterprise cost reductions, rapid deployment and dynamic extensions, while the virtualization technology brings some potential hazards and risks to network security. According to the characteristics of cloud computing technology, we put forward the ideas and methods of strengthening network security. The fine-grained control strategies on the virtual machine level and the security domain level improve the security of the virtual network environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides users with safe, fast and convenient data storage and network service as an emerging computing model based on the Internet while computing resources can be dynamically deployed and shared in a scalable data center. Compared with the traditional software architecture, cloud computing has obvious advantages of low cost, quick deployment and flexible adjustment, thus these characteristics make it well suited to supply the hardware services, infrastructure services, platform service, software and storage services and so on.
It is the primary characteristics of cloud computing to provide the dynamic computing services with flexible "service contract" as the core business model. However, cloud computing is currently facing many new security threats due to the characteristics of virtualization, no-boundary and dynamic migration, which can threaten the personal privacy, enterprise interests and even state security. Those cloud computing incidents such as the service outrage of Amazon's Simple Storage Service and the documents leakage of Google users have raised concerns over the security of cloud computing technology. In fact, the security problem has become an important factor of restricting the development of cloud computing. The healthy sustainable development of cloud computing can be ensured only if we construct the complete information security system of defense based on the comprehensive analysis of all kinds of security problems.
The virtual computing environment is the biggest difference between cloud computing and traditional IT environment, which makes security problem become more difficult [2] . The different levels of application system can be separated from each other through the virtualization technology including server, software, data, network and storage and so on, which removes the dependency to the physical devices for traditional IT architecture and transforms infrastructure into virtual resources that can be dynamically adjusted on demand. However, the traditional security techniques and strategies begin to fail in the virtual environment and this brings new security issues, such as the attack between the virtual machines or between the VM and the host, the DDoS attack, anti-virus, security isolation of data or application and so on [3, 4] . Therefore, this paper proposes the ideas and methods to solve the network security problems of virtualization.
II.
OVERVIEW OF VIRTUALIZATION Virtualization is a resource management technology which can break down non-cutting barriers between physical entities by abstraction and transformation of various computer resources such as server, network, memory, storage and so on, that brings more effective ways of configuration to use these resources [5, 6] . The virtual parts of these resources are not limited by the existing architecture, location or physical configuration.
The appearance and application of virtualization technique have been around for more than decades and mainly used on server and mainframe at early stage. However as the capability of PC improved, virtualization also gradually became popular on X86 architecture. Virtualization technology can transform the traditional IT architecture into a more powerful, more flexible and more dynamic one. By integrating multiple operating systems into one high-performance server to maximize the utilization of all the resources, it can simplify IT infrastructure and reduce the difficulty of resources management and also can achieve more with less investment so as to avoid the unnecessary expansion of existing IT infrastructure. The running-time migration of virtual machine provided by virtualization can realize true uninterrupted operation to maintain the business sustainability without paying the big price for buying high availability platform [7, 8] .
Hypervisor is the most popular approach to virtualization which establishes an abstraction layer between the virtual server and the underlying hardware. There are several representative commercial products such as VMware ESXi and Microsoft Hyper-V, while kernel-based virtual machine KVM is the open source product for Linux system.
Hypervisor can capture CPU instructions and act as the agent for these instructions to access hardware controller and external device. Therefore full virtualization technique can make almost any operating system installed on the virtual server without any change while the virtual environment is transparent for them. Hypervisor works as the host operating system running on the bare hardware while the guest operating system running on a virtual server managed by the hypervisor.
The application of virtualization technique changes the fixed boundary of business systems, which brings about the necessity of protection and isolation between virtual machines according to business needs. It's necessary to prevent the attacks among virtual machines or between virtual machine and the host, so the network traffic should be monitored and detected effectively to prevent sabotage or virus and so on.
III. NETWORK SECURITY OF VIRTUALIZATION
The feature of dynamic boundary for virtualized network in comparison with traditional physical network brings about new challenges to network security control mechanism based on fixed boundary. The traditional physical security devices can restrict and detect the network traffic in and out by deploying the device at the clearly defined network boundary. However, the virtual machines are linked together through the virtual switch and the virtual interface provided by virtual machine monitor layer, as a result, the virtual network can cross the traditional physical network boundary. In order to ensure the security, the fine-grained control strategy over the virtual network should be deployed based on the virtual machine level and the security domain level.
A. Access Control for Virtual Network
The access control mechanism for virtual network can be realized by Open vSwitch( OVS )technique, which would inspect network data packets passing in and out through security agent. The security agent supported by kernel driver layer enables the virtual ports in the route of data flow to load control function and corresponding security policy. This security agent mode can achieve some functions such as security control optimization, policy synchronization and so on. In addition, the Open vSwitch technique can be used to realize many functions such as the access control among vLANs or security domains or virtual machines, the dynamic development and migration for security policies and so on.
B. Access Control Among Virtual Machines
There are two conditions for the communication with each other among virtual machines, the first one is the case when a virtual machine communicates with others residing on the same host, the other one is that residing on different hosts. The access control mechanism can be implemented by estimating security attributes of the security domain or vLAN for these virtual machines combined with the control policies lying in the virtual ports or virtual switches. The following figure demonstrates the access control principle for the above two communication modes. 
C. Security Group
Users can create security groups according to the virtual machine security demands and specify a set of access rules for each group. The virtual machine would be protected by the access rules when it added into the security group. So this mechanism enable user to carry out security isolation and access control by creating virtual machines and then selecting specific security group for each of them.
Virtual machines assigned in the same security group would respectively reside on multiple distributed physical hosts, and these machines can communicate with each other. However, these virtual machines in the different security groups were not allowed to communicate with each other by default unless they get the permission through the configurability.
FIGURE II. SECURITY GROUP

D. Dynamic Migration for Security Policies
The dynamic shifts of virtual machine and the dynamic changes of virtual network make the deployment and maintenance for security strategies become more complicated, which would bring the inconsistency causing the risk of failure for these security strategies. The function of dynamic migration for security strategy provided by virtual network protection system ensures the consistency of corresponding security policy in combination with dynamic shift of virtual machine or dynamic change of virtual network. The security agent bands with the management interface of virtual machine can monitor the above shift status and the network configuration change. The cloud security operation center would centrally update the security policy repository and the specific network security policy for the targeted virtual machine that changes, and then all the updated information would be sent to the network control point for that virtual machine so as to retain the consistency of security policies before and after shift.
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E. Virtual Network Traffic Monitoring
Compared with the traditional network traffic monitoring it can fully monitor the traffic flowing in the virtual network and among virtual machines in cloud computing data center in addition to the physical network traffic. Differing from traditional monitor systems cloud security monitoring tends to focus on the operation status of cloud data center thereby user can control the general operating situation from a global perspective.
1) Network traffic monitoring:
The network traffic monitoring module takes charge of all-round, multi-grained, multi-layered collection, analysis and mining over both the virtual network traffic and the physical network traffic. Exceptions can be discovered for both virtual network appliances and physical network devices as well as server hosts by traffic analysis and application identification. Based on the global fine-grained traffic analysis and critical business performance real-time monitoring it can report the running state of physical and virtual network, which would assist users to identify and trace cyber-attacks as well as to finish fault location effectively. The following figure demonstrates the module of network traffic monitoring and analysis.
FIGURE III. NETWORK TRAFFIC MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
The above module provides visualized monitoring over virtual network traffic and comparative analysis for historical data baseline including the number of concurrent users, new TCP connections, connection average duration, application response time and throughput, TCP retransmission and reset ratio and so on for the cloud data center. Integrating raw data and message it provides the virtual network performance overall monitoring. Based on the build-in recognition characteristics it can identify various applications precisely. It also analyzes the correlation among services provided by the business applications in the data center. Based on the in-depth data mining technique for large scale traffic it also can draw the relation maps automatically to help users master the real-time dependency relationship among application services running on the internal virtual network.
2) Operating status monitoring: The visualization of data center based on cloud security monitoring system provides users with a means to sense the operating status of the cloud. It will monitor the usage condition of the three virtual resources including virtual nodes, virtual network and virtual storage by means of the unified cloud management platform. For virtual machines it primarily monitor these items including the on-off and exception events, the usage condition of CPU, Memory, traffic and storage. Users can customize the different monitoring dimensions such as time, metric and category and so on. Besides, users also can activate the warning function by setting the threshold parameters and the multiple alarm modes. For virtual network it mainly monitors the changes of network topology, the running state of virtual network appliances and the configuration of virtual ports. For virtual storage it chiefly monitors the capacity allocation, utilization factor and throughput rate.
F. Virtualized Agentless Anti-virus Mechanism
The cloud security solutions prevent virus intrusion by deploying the virtualized agentless anti-virus software in data center. Anti-virus software developers can carry out secondary development to create the virtualized anti-virus solutions based on the API provided by the visualization platform. The anti-virus mechanism can be achieved by deploying the antivirus engine on a specified security virtual machine while installing lightweight drivers on user's local virtual machine.
This agentless anti-virus mechanism only needs to manage the specified security virtual machine without management of virus library installation and updates for every virtual machine. The virus scanning results would share with each virtual machine residing on the host rather than sharing within only one machine so as to improve the scanning efficiency.
Hypervisor can realize the isolation between different virtual machines residing on the same physical host to avoid data theft and malicious attack from the other virtual machine. The isolation mechanism ensures that resources utilization for every virtual machine won't be affected by others. The end users were only allowed to access their own resources such as hardware, software and data while not allowed to access others resources thereby retaining isolation security. 
2) Preventing mutual attacks solution for virtual machines:
The key factor for avoiding mutual attacks between virtual machines is to prevent address spoofing which will be achieved by the flowing schemes in Hypervisor without extra configuration. In order to avoid IP and APR address spoofing the virtual switch binds IP address with MAC address of virtual machine thus it only send messages with its own address. In order to avoid malicious sniffing from virtual machine the hypervisor adopts exchanging virtual switch rather than sharing type to send messages respectively from different virtual machine to the specified virtual ports resulting in that the virtual machine can't sniff messages form the other one even in the same physical host.
IV. CONCLUSION
Virtualization is one of the most important techniques for cloud computing which changes the traditional IT security architecture. The paper primarily researches the virtualization security protection technology and later we will focus on the security issues on data security and application security and so on to promote the popularization and application of cloud computing.
